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My argument in a nutshell
Two different notions of ‘Analytical Sociology’ (AS):

1. AS à la Peter Hedström
• According to this notion, AS is one specific research program 

of sociology in line with common standards of science and is a 
competitor for other such programs

2. AS as an ‘umbrella term’ for different strands of sociology in 
line with common standards of science

The point I’ll make: the first notion (‘AS à la Hedström’) is by now 
rather common, at least outside the German speaking context, 
while the second notion (‘AS as an umbrella term’) is more 
appropriate

==> Yes, we can make sense of AS (but we then deviate from 
Hedström’s notion and the meanwhile common notion)
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Outline
1. Sociology as a science: key features

2. Analytical sociology à la Peter Hedström

3. An alternative (and preferable) notion of ‘analytical sociology’

4. Conclusion
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1. Sociology as a science: key features
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Sociology as a science: key features (I)
• Sociology as a problem- and theory-guided discipline; aim: cumulative 

growth of knowledge
• Theory construction :≈ explanation of social phenomena
• Explanation :≈ deductive arguments or variants of such arguments

• ==> Needed: specification of assumptions (including but not 
limited to hypotheses) and of implications of these assumptions

• ==> Needed: conceptual clarity and analytical rigor (sometimes 
including ‘formalization’ and model building)

• Focus on explanation of macro-level phenomena and macro-level 
regularities, in line with ‘methodological individualism’ (MI)

• ==> Needed: specification of macro-micro-macro links (useful 
heuristic scheme, though not itself a theory: Coleman’s diagram)

• Note: MI allows, in principle, for using different assumptions on 
behavioral regularities (e.g., MI ≠ rational choice theory)
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Sociology as a science: key features (II)
• Focus on…

• …interactions and interdependencies between actors (see Max 
Weber on ‘social action’)

• …macro-outcomes due to interactions and interdependencies
• …unintended and unanticipated macro-outcomes

• Similarity of explanations along these lines with ‘middle range 
theories’ (Merton)

• Note: this neither requires nor excludes the use of general
theories on individual behavior as an element of explanations

• ‘Interdisciplinary flavor’: formal models from applied math; 
insights from (social) psychology; intersections with economics, 
political science, history, ethnography, and also life sciences,…

• Methodological unity of the social sciences
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Sociology as a science: key features (III)
• Testability and empirical corroboration as ‘quality criteria’

• ==> need of linking theory construction with empirical 
research and statistical modeling

• Alternative designs (observational, experimental…)

• ‘Quantitative’ and ‘qualitative’ research

• Importance of descriptive research: establishing macro-level 
regularities (explananda)

• Conjecture: important contributions by computational social 
science, ‘big data’, ‘non-designed data’ specifically in this area

• Guidelines concerning scientific integrity and transparency
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Sociology as a science: examples

• ‘Research programs’ and ‘approaches’: sociology as a population 
science, analytical sociology à la Hedström, variants of rational 
choice theory, other ‘choice-based models’ (e.g., ‘framing’, ‘dual 
self’),…

• Diverse fields and topics
• Well-established: inequality, education, migration, networks, 

families, work, organizations,…
• New developments: computational approaches (ABM, CSS); 

advances concerning the integration of theory construction 
and statistical modeling such as stochastic actor-oriented 
network modeling-SAOM (e.g., SIENA); intersection 
sociology–life sciences,…
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Sociology as a science: examples of ‘infrastructure’

[Background: Merton 1973 – social conditions affect how science 
develops and makes progress]
• Akademie für Soziologie (including resources such as ‘Ethikkodex’, 

‘Checklist for quantitative social science articles’, etc.) 
• Journals such as Sociological Science, ESR
• New resources for teaching
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Key features and ‘family resemblance’

• I don’t claim that the key features mentioned are jointly 
necessary and/or sufficient for characterizing sociology as a 
science

• Modest claim (integrative perspective): Rather than sharing a 
unique set of key features, different strands of sociology as a 
science share quite some, but not all features; strands may differ 
in their emphasis on specific features ==> ‘family 
resemblance’ of different strands of sociology as a science
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2. Analytical sociology à la Peter Hedström
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AS à la Hedström: some key publications
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1998 2005 2009 2021

AS à la Hedström reflects quite some features of sociology as a 
science concerning theory formation as well as empirical 
research



AS à la Hedström: focus on differences between AS 
and other strands of sociology as a science

Three examples:

1. ‘Mechanism-based explanations’ in AS à la Hedström versus the 
HO-model of explanation

2. DBO in AS à la Hedström versus other action theories such as 
RC
• Hedström’s (2021) more radical new variant: AS should avoid 

‘intentional explanations’ altogether

3. ABM in AS à la Hedström versus analytical formal models

==> AS à la Hedström is a competitor for other strands of 
sociology as a science
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AS à la Hedström: some problems
• ‘Mechanism-based explanations’ versus the HO-scheme

• But: are mechanism-based explanations indeed incompatible with 
(variants of) the HO-model (e.g., controversy Opp – Manzo –
Ylikoski 2013)?

• DBO versus other action theories such as RC
• But: DBO only specifies kinds of assumptions needed for an 

action theory but lacks a decision rule; thus, DBO itself is not 
(yet) an action theory (e.g., Diekmann 2010)

• ABM versus analytical formal models
• But: studies considered as paradigm examples of AS à la

Hedström often do not employ ABM (Manzo 2021)
• A more general concern: AS à la Hedström overemphasizes 

differences, is sometimes perceived as a ‘sect’, and thus contributes 
to (further) fragmentation of the discipline (e.g., Lizardo 2012: 
‘Analytical sociology’s superfluous revolution’)
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3. An alternative notion of ‘analytical sociology’
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An alternative notion of ‘analytical sociology’
• ‘AS’ as an ‘umbrella term’ for variants of sociology with key 

features as outlined in this talk ==> ‘AS’ as a generic label for 
different strands of ‘sociology as a science’

• I’m afraid that the label ‘AS’, in the eyes of ‘supporters’ as well as 
critics of Hedström and at least outside the German speaking 
context, is meanwhile (too) closely associated with ‘AS à la
Hedström’

• ==> ‘Das Kind muss einen (anderen) Namen haben’: why not 
‘rigorous sociology’ as an umbrella label for variants of 
sociology as a science?
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On the label ‘analytisch-empirische Soziologie’

• The Akademie für Soziologie employs the label ‘analytisch-empirische
Soziologie’ (‘analytical-empirical sociology’)

• As far as I can see, this label stands for ‘sociology as a science’ as 
outlined in this talk

• The label ‘analytisch-empirische Soziologie’ is uncommon outside the 
German speaking context. Moreover, outside the German speaking 
context, the label will often be understood as ‘AS à la Hedström’.

• This induces misunderstandings: ‘in Germany, the somewhat sectarian 
approach “AS à la Hedström” has been institutionalized as an 
association’ – the Akademie für Soziologie has of course a very 
different meaning in mind of ‘analytisch-empirische Soziologie’

• ==> It is useful to avoid such misunderstandings. This could be an 
additional reason for using a different label such as ‘rigorous sociology’, 
at least for communication in English
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With apologies for a further remark on terminology…
The label ‘wide AS’ is ambiguous
• It can refer to ‘a “relaxed” version of AS à la Hedström’. For 

example: ‘wide AS allows for the use of analytical formal models as 
well as simulation models (ABM)’

• Note: ‘wide AS’ would then still be one strand of ‘sociology as a 
science’, competing with other strands

• Alternatively, as an ‘umbrella label’, ‘wide AS’ would refer to the set
of different research programs and approaches that conceive of 
sociology as a science

• I assume that Josef Brüderl, in his review of Manzo 2021, had 
this ‘umbrella label’-interpretation in mind
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A largely forgotten antecedent of rigorous sociology
• ‘Structural individualism’ and ‘explanatory sociology’ as developed in 

the 1970s and 1980s
• Germany: Opp, Hummell, Ziegler, Esser, Albert, Vanberg, and 

others
• Netherlands: Lindenberg, Wippler, and others

• Quite some key ideas of rigorous sociology have been specified in 
this intellectual movement, often much earlier than elsewhere

• Much of the literature was published in German and Dutch –
presumably a reason why this literature is largely forgotten, even in 
German speaking countries and the NL

• More information:
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AS à la Hedström versus rigorous sociology
For the record – my own ‘history 
of ideas’ on this:
1. INAS Mannheim 2014, 

Plenary session, panel with 
Hedström and others

2. Contribution to Manzo (ed.) 
(2021), Research Handbook 
on Analytical Sociology

3. Introduction Gërxhani et al. 
(eds.) (2022) Handbook of 
Sociological Science
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4. Conclusion
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Take home message: ‘unity in diversity’ –
an integrative perspective

• Avoid ‘multi-paradigmatic fragmentation’ of the discipline

• ==> (More) focus on common features (in the sense of ‘family 
resemblance’) of different strands of rigorous sociology with 
respect to theory construction and empirical research

• AS à la Hedström, intentionally or unintentionally, contributes to 
‘multi-paradigmatic fragmentation’

• ==> We should consider avoiding ‘analytical sociology’ as a label 
for ‘sociology as conceived by the Akademie für Soziologie’
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Unity in diversity :≈ pluralism and methodological 
standards
Growth of knowledge in sociology benefits from

• … pluralism

• Diversity of research fields and topics

• Theoretical pluralism (Popper): alternative and competing 
theories

• Empirical pluralism: alternative and complementary research 
designs; complementary data; complementary methods of 
data analysis

• … unity: shared methodological standards for assessing 
competing theoretical and empirical claims ==> avoiding ‘multi-
paradigmatic fragmentation’ of sociology
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Thanks for your attention!

w.raub@uu.nl https://www.uu.nl/staff/WRaub
Further reading
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Appendix
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Theory construction: issues and controversies 
within analytical and empirical sociology
Three examples:
• Micro-to-macro links (‘transformation rules’, ‘logic of 

aggregation’): are these as complex and problematic as Coleman 
and others assumed?

• Micro-assumptions: Which ones? How much focus on (the 
development of) these assumptions?

• ‘Acceptable’ simplifications in explanations? How much ‘realism’ 
needed, for example concerning assumptions on behavioral 
regularities? Assumptions on behavioral regularities as ‘central 
tendencies’, with deviations that ‘cancel each other out’, thus not 
affecting macro-implications?

==> Shared methodological standards facilitate rational discussion 
of such issues
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Empirics: issues and controversies within analytical 
and empirical sociology

Three examples:
• Use of experimental designs: testing implications of assumptions 

versus establishing empirical regularities
• Notion of causation: ‘robust dependence’ versus ‘consequential 

manipulation’ versus ‘generative process’
• Implications of requirements concerning scientific integrity and 

transparency for qualitative research

==> Shared methodological standards facilitate rational discussion 
of such issues
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Handbook of Sociological
Science: ToC
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Handbook of Sociological Science: the key idea
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‘Rigorous sociology’

The label is not intended to suggest…

• …an approach that is competing with ‘analytical 
sociology’ in the sense of, say, Hedström 2005

• …a specific theory of action, let alone a specific 
focus on rational choice theory
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‘Rigorous sociology’
The label is intended to suggest a focus on ‘unity 
in diversity’, including, but not exclusively, 
‘analytical sociology’ in the sense of Hedström 
2005

Proof: ToC, Part I
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